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Jake’s mum’s car was quite old.

“It’s more than twice as old as I am,” said Jake.

“It’s an oldie but a goodie,” said Mum. 
“Just like me.” 

Mum used her car to go to work, and on 
wet days, she sometimes used it to give Jake 
a ride to school. 

And every Saturday, she used her car to do the 
shopping at the supermarket. Jake always went 
too – to help carry the bags and choose the ice 
cream for their weekend treat.

by Tricia Glensor



Most days, the car started without any fuss, but one 
Saturday, when Mum turned the key, the car made a 
strange, spluttering noise.

“That’s funny,” said Mum, and she turned the key again.

This time, the car sounded as if it had a bad cold. 
It coughed and spluttered, and then it went quiet.

“Oh dear,” said Mum. “I don’t like the sound of that.”

She turned the key again. This time, nothing happened 
at all.

Mum lifted up the bonnet and looked inside. “I can’t 
see anything wrong,” she said. “I’d better ring the garage.” 

The garage sent a big red tow truck. The driver’s name 
was Matthew. 
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Matthew tried to start the car, but nothing 
happened. He lifted up the bonnet and checked the 
battery and the engine. “I can’t see anything wrong,” 
he said. “We’d better put it on the truck and take it to 
the garage.” 

“How will you get it onto the truck?” asked Jake.

Matthew reached into the truck’s cab and pulled out 
something that looked like a TV remote. He handed 
it to Jake. 

“See that button?” he asked. “Press it and see 
what happens.”

Jake pointed the remote at the truck and pressed 
the button. There was a loud, grinding noise, and the 
deck of the tow truck slowly tipped up until the back 
touched the ground.

“Now what?” asked Jake. 

Matthew pointed to a metal hook on the deck of 
the truck. The hook was on the end of a thick wire 
cable. The cable was wound around a metal roller just 
behind the cab. 

“That’s a winch,” said Matthew. “We’ll hook that up 
to your mum’s car so we can pull it onto the back of 
the truck.”



Matthew unwound the cable and hooked it 
underneath Mum’s car. Then he pressed another 
button on the remote, and the cable began to wind 
itself around the winch. Very slowly, Mum’s car slid 
onto the deck of the truck.

“Now you can lower the deck again,” said Matthew.

He showed Jake which button to press. There was 
another loud noise, and the deck of the truck went 
down again, taking Mum’s car with it. Jake watched as 
Matthew put chains around the car’s wheels.
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Mum and Jake climbed into the cab with Matthew. 
It was a long way off the ground, and Jake had to pull 
himself up with the hand grip. 

Matthew started the engine, and the truck pulled 
out into the road. Jake could see right over the top of 
the cars in front.

He looked back through the window at Mum’s car. 
It bounced around a bit when the truck went over 
a bump.

“Don’t worry,” said Matthew. “It won’t fall off. 
Those chains around the car’s wheels will hold it on.” 

At the garage, Jake helped Matthew make the deck 
tip up again. He watched as Matthew winched Mum’s 
car onto the ground.

The mechanic lifted up the bonnet and began 
checking the engine. After a while, he said, “I’m sorry, 
but we’ll need to keep it here for some tests.”



“Will you be able to fix it?” asked Jake.

“It might need some new parts, but it should be OK,” 
said the mechanic. “It’s an oldie but a goodie.”

Mum winked at Jake. 

“We’ll have to walk home,” she said. “Let’s forget 
about the shopping for today.” 

“But let’s not forget about the ice cream,” said Jake.
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Jake’s mum’s car was quite old.

“It’s more than twice as old as I am,” said Jake.

“It’s an oldie but a goodie,” said Mum. 
“Just like me.” 

Mum used her car to go to work, and on 
wet days, she sometimes used it to give Jake 
a ride to school. 

And every Saturday, she used her car to do the 
shopping at the supermarket. Jake always went 
too – to help carry the bags and choose the ice 
cream for their weekend treat.
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